**Christ Our Light Has Come**

**INTRO**  (\( \dot{\text{j}} = \text{ca. 60} \))

```
Capo 2:
(Kbd)
```

1. Still, come be
2. Peace, there is
3. Here in this

1. still; let us hear the prophets calling. Still, come be still; let us
2. peace; for new hope today is dawning. Peace, there is peace; come be-
3. place let us stand in awe and wonder. Here in this place we be-

1. hear the angels sing. For true light has arrived to illumine our lives so
2. hold the face of God. In a promise fulfilled now his love is revealed; all
3. hold the mystery. For the message goes out; there is no room for doubt; the
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CHRIST OUR LIGHT HAS COME, cont. (2)

1. light of the star on the way to our journey’s end.
2. path now is clear on the way to our journey’s end.
3. vealing the plan, the way to our journey’s end.

REFRAIN

Cast a side all your fear and dread, come follow the light to

Bethlehem.

The way of salvation revealed to all:

Christ our light has come, Christ our light has come.